Press release

TAS Group Achieves Oracle PartnerNetwork
Cloud Standard Designation
Rome, July 26 2016 - TAS Group, the Italian Finance Industry collaborator in
Payments, Securities and ERP projects and a Gold level member of Oracle
PartnerNetwork (OPN), today announced it has achieved the Cloud Standard
designation within the OPN Cloud program.
The OPN Cloud program enables members to showcase their expertise, skills and
investment in Oracle Cloud, as well as differentiate themselves with Oracle’s integrated
cloud applications and platform services.
To achieve the Oracle Cloud Standard designation, TAS Group has demonstrated skills
and expertise specializing in Oracle Cloud Applications, developing vertical applications
for availability within the Oracle Cloud Marketplace, as well as consulting several
Service sector companies in multiple industries to gain the most from Oracle Service
Cloud subscriptions.
“Cloud technology is a disrupting enabler of efficiency and affordable innovation,
especially in the ERP space where it becomes key in modernization and migration
projects aimed at transforming how internal users and customers interact with the
company’s core business processes,” explains Giuseppe Franzini, TAS Group’s
Director of the xtdERP Business Unit. “We have been impressed and inspired by
Oracle’s acceleration and commitment around Cloud, and strongly believe in the power
of the complementary collaboration between TAS and Oracle.”
TAS Group has been operating in the ERP space for more than 20 years with its own
proprietary platform, acquiring relevant customers in various sectors; from Finance
through Insurance, Transport, Utility, Public Administration and more. Market
globalization and centralization of administration and accounting processes at SEPA
level have lead TAS Group to change its business model in the past three years,
embracing the Oracle technology and Oracle Application Framework to become a value
added integrator and business specialist of cloud ERP propositions.
All other Business Lines of TAS Group’s offering, focused on Payments and Capital
Markets, are also leveraging Oracle technology expertise to adapt core solutions to be

deployed for private, public or hybrid cloud based fruition.
Oracle Cloud is the industry’s broadest and most complete public cloud, delivering
enterprise-grade services at every level of the cloud technology stack including software
as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), infrastructure as a service (IaaS),
and data as a service (DaaS).

About TAS Group
TAS Group delivers software solutions for electronic money, payment systems, capital markets and ERP.
Our offices span 7 countries but our secure solutions manage financial transactions worldwide. We strive
to simplify the way private enterprise, public sector, commercial and central banks interact with their
customers, stakeholders and technology systems. Our highly experienced team of business analysts and
software engineers are focused on rethinking, reimagining and revolutionizing commercial business
processes for digital and mobile integration.
Trusted by European Central Banks to manage millions of financial messages each day, our 30-year
reputation in the market and outstanding SWIFT expertise has made us an internationally preferred
partner in the financial industry. Our securities software is leading the way for Target2-Securities
regulations in Europe while our 12 years of experience in EMV card payments is helping US businesses
and institutions implement smooth migrations. Today, over 100 million chip cards are managed on TAS
solutions. www.tasgroup.eu
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About Oracle PartnerNetwork
Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) is Oracle's partner program that provides partners with a differentiated
advantage to develop, sell and implement Oracle solutions. OPN offers resources to train and support
specialized knowledge of Oracle’s products and solutions and has evolved to recognize Oracle’s growing
product portfolio, partner base and business opportunity. Key to the latest enhancements to OPN is the ability
for partners to be recognized and rewarded for their investment in Oracle Cloud. Partners engaging with
Oracle will be able to differentiate their Oracle Cloud expertise and success with customers through the OPN
Cloud program – an innovative program that complements existing OPN program levels with tiers of
recognition and progressive benefits for partners working with Oracle Cloud. To find out more visit:
http://www.oracle.com/partners.
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